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Abstract

Data means treasures to both scientists and business people. Scientists can
discover significant rules and theories beneath data. People involved in business can find
their potential customers and improvement suggestions from exploring data. To uncover
these valuable treasures, we need effective and efficient tools. There are some traditional
quality data management, processing, and visualization tools and systems. However,
most of them are no longer as powerful as before when the data size grows larger. These
tools and systems may respond slower or even stop working because of increasingly large
data volumes. We are now in the digital era. Data is generated at an amazingly high
speed. Remarkably, 90% of the data in the whole world has been generated in the last two
years. To manage, process, and visualize large data, we need new tools and systems.
In this thesis, we introduce the ELDP&V system. It is designed to manage,
process, and visualize large data. We used MongoDB to record file paths and stored files
in a filesystem to manage data. By using this method, we do not need to create different
schemas for different files. The system offers users basic data processing methods, such
as distribution frequency histograms. It also provides scientific models for users for data
processing. ELDP&V can visualize data with line charts, bar charts, and 2D maps. Most
of the visualization results are interactive. We implemented ELDP&V with some new
ideas and design workflows, which led to higher performance. For example, in a test we
performed the system has visualized 13,455,368 records in 50 seconds. We tested the
same dataset with some traditional web-based tools. They stopped working or produced
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some errors. When ELDP&V visualizes a time-based file, it displays the chosen items
based on timestamps. This means the loading time will not be affected by the file size.
The thesis presents background on big data, outlines ELDP&V’s goals and
characteristics, the proposed system’s design, and demonstrates its prototype in action. It
also contains a comparison with related work and provides several pointers to directions
of future work.
Keywords: large data, data management, data processing, data visualization.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
Big data is a prevalent topic for both the academic and the industrial domains.
There are many valuable opportunities and difficult problems brought by the digital era.
Data is generated from different sources, such as scientific sensors and Facebook users.
The data size can be super large. For example, there are 300 petabytes of data stored in
Facebook warehouses and the daily incoming rate is around 600 terabytes [Facebook
2015]. Around 300 hours of video materials are uploaded to YouTube every minute
[YouTube 2015]. There are precious research theories and commercial opportunities
buried in the data. If we want to uncover these valuable treasures, we need good tools to
handle big data.
The chosen tools should be able to manage and process big data. Because of the
data size, most of the traditional popular tools are not capable of managing large volumes
of data. There are many mature and popular Relational Database Management Systems
(RDBMS), such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, and the Oracle Database. However, these
RDBMSs are not suitable to large scale and high-concurrency applications [Han et al.
2011]. NoSQL database management systems, such as SciDB and MongoDB, are
designed to manage big data. The most important reasons that we choose MongoDB
instead of other databases are because the queries are faster than in relational databases
and MongoDB can handle as many as 10 petabytes of data [MongoDB 2015].
Visualization is an effective method to bring vitality and luster to boring data. We
do have some prevalent and mature visualization tools, such as Matlab [Azemi 1996],
Mathematica [Savory 1995], GODIVA [Ma et al. 2004], Origin [Hao 2011], Mayavi
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[Ramachandran and Varoquaux 2011], and R-software [Voulgaropoulou et al. 2012].
However, when the data size grows bigger, these tools may become slower and be less
effective. Furthermore, for most of the traditional tools, users have to install some
software in their computers to visualize their data. Also, users sometimes cannot interact
with the visualization results. Our proposed system is named Environment for Large Data
Processing and Visualization (ELDP&V) using MongoDB. The system uses stream data
techniques to reduce lag and it is a web-based application, which means its users do not
need to install any software on the client slide. They only need to open a browser and
explore our website. Users can also interact with the visualization results.
ELDP&V has three main parts: data management, data processing, and data
visualization. For data management, we used a file system and database to manage all
files. The file path in the file system is stored in the database. For data processing,
ELDP&V has some basic methods (such as find maximum, minimum, and average value)
and, because it is oriented on environmental data processing, it also has a fish model,
which can predict fish density based on air temperature and precipitation. If users want us
to add another model, they need to email us about the model’s pseudocode. Then, we will
add the model into our system. For data visualization, ELDP&V can visualize CSV and
NetCDF files. Users can visualize the chosen file with line charts, bar charts, histograms,
and 2D maps. Most of the visualization results are interactive. In the visualization part,
we offer two visualization workflows. One is the traditional web-based client server data
visualization workflow, the other is a new workflow proposed by us.
The thesis, in its remaining part, is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the
background of big data, data visualization, processing, and management; Chapter 3
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presents ELDP&V’s aim and characteristics; Chapter 4 describes the design of
EDBP&V; Chapter 5 shows our system prototype and a video demo; Chapter 6 compares
ELDP&V with several related systems; Chapter 7 introduces our future plan regarding
ELDP&V; last, but not the least, Chapter 8 concludes the whole thesis with a summary of
our contribution.
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Chapter 2 BACKGROUND
This chapter introduces the background about big data, data visualization, data
processing, and data management.

2.1

Big Data

2.1.1 Big Data Definition

Big data is a very popular and new topic. There are many definitions about big
data. Here is a definition from the company SAS: Big data is a popular term used to
describe the exponential growth, availability and use of information, both structured and
unstructured [SAS 2015]. Here is another definition from IBM: Data, coming from
everywhere; sensors used to gather climate information, posts to social media sites,
digital pictures and videos, purchase transaction record, and cell phone GPS signal to
name a few [IBM 2015].
Although, there are many big data definitions, big data has three known properties
based on [Laney 2001]: growing volume; high input and output velocity; different
varieties of data. People also call these three characteristics 3Vs (Volume, Velocity, and
Variety). It is easy to tell the data volume is very large from the name “big data”.
Because big data is always generated in real time, the input and output velocity is high.
There are many data types, such as video, audio, text, and image. For each of these
categories, it has different types too. For example, an image can be png, jpg, tif, gif and
so on. As a result, variety is another big data property.
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2.1.2 Big Data Challenges
Data is generated with an amazing speed: 90 per cent of all the data in our world
was generated in the last two years [IBM 2015]. Big data brings us many valuable
business opportunities and research topics. Also, big data is a severe challenge to
traditional technology, software, and our lives.
Users complain about the performance of traditional Data Base Manage System
(DBMS) to handle big data [Cudré-Mauroux et al. 2009]. Dr. Stonebraker and his
cooperators designed and developed SciDB based on the requirements from different
scientists. They used “array model” instead of “table model” [Stonebraker et al. 2009].
“Table model” is widely used in traditional DBMS. SciDB performs better than
traditional DBMS on big data management based on the experiments in [Taft et al. 2014].
Some of the traditional data processing and visualization methods are not suitable
for big data. It is unreasonable to try to handle all of a big file at once. ELDP&V extracts
data from the chosen big file and it separates data into small slices. ELDP&V processes
and visualizes a slice each time and at the same time ELDP&V starts the preparatory
work for the next slice of data.

2.2

Interactive 2D Visualization
Our thesis only focuses on 2D visualization because our goal is to create a web-

based application and most of the 3D models loading and visualization tools (such as
WebGL [Tavares 2012]) and libraries are not mature. Here is a blog about the
shortcomings of WebGL [Janne 2014]. Therefore, it is more practical to implement a 2D
visualization tool than a 3D visualization tool.
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2.2.1 Interactive 2D Visualization Definition

Visualization is an important and necessary method to find rules buried in data. It
is also a straight method to display the data meaning. As [Heer et al. 2005] mentioned, it
has been proven that visualization is an indispensable method to make complex data
easier to understand.
“Interactive 2D Visualization” is a self-explanatory phrase. This means methods
to visualize data with 2D graphs (such as line chart, bar chart, pie chart) and users can
interact with the 2D outputs, such as zooming in, zooming out, and displaying detailed
information when users click on some parts of the 2D graphs. In ELDP&V, most of the
visualization results are interactive.
There are many effective and prevalent 2D visualization methods. We can use
line charts to find the trend of data and also use bar charts to compare different parts of
data. We can combine different 2D visualization methods to be more effective. Figure 2.1
displays a 2D visualization example with both line chart and bar chart. Users can observe
the data trend and compare different datasets with the same graph. However, it does not
mean the more combinations we have, the more effective the graph will be. Users may
get lost in a very complex graph.
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Figure 2.1. Line & Bar Graph

2.2.2 Prevalent Libraries

There are three prevalent libraries: D3, Dygraphs, and RGraph. D3 is a JavaScript
library [D3 2015]. It enables users to manipulate or interpolate html elements in a very
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easy and efficient way. For example, the following two parts of code turn a paragraph
text color into green:
HTML:
var x = document.getElementById("myParagraph");
x.style.setProperty("color", "green", null);
D3:
d3.select("#myParagraph").style("color","green");
It is clear that D3 library is more efficient. Moreover, D3 is also good at
visualizing data. There are a lot of beautiful visualization examples in [D3 2015]. D3 will
not limit users’ imagination, it offers programmers many powerful interfaces that can
help programmers create their own visualization methods. This is an advantage, but also
a disadvantage, because users need to know the D3 library very well to use it as their
wishes.
Dygraphs is a JavaScript library focus data line chart visualization [Dygraphs
2015]. Users can visualize millions of records without feeling lagged and it is compatible
with most of the browsers. The visualization results are interactive. Users can zoom in or
zoom out of the line charts. ELDP&V uses this library mainly for line chart visualization
and also for enabling users to download the chosen part of the data from the line chart.
RGraph is another very powerful JavaScript data visualization library [RGraph
2015]. It supports around 60 different kinds of data visualization methods. The library is
easy to use and there are many examples in [RGraph 2015]. Users can customize the
library too. For example, it is not hard to customize the library to react to users’ clicks on
a bar chart. ELDP&V mainly uses RGraph to visualize data with bar charts.
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2.2.3 Traditional Workflow vs New Workflow
Most traditional web-based client/server visualization applications transfer data
from the server side to the client side and use tools or JavaScript libraries to visualize
data with different charts. As [Lee et al. 2014] mentioned, most prevalent visualization
tools and libraries can only be run on the client side, such as Google Chart, Open Flash
Chart (OFC), Adobe Flex, and D3.js. Also, only parts of the popular tools and libraries
can process large datasets. Generally, the performance will drop dramatically when there
are more than 200,000 data points. For Adobe Flex, the visualization results stop
responding occasionally when there are more than 50,000 records. Furthermore, if users
want to visualize larger datasets, they need more memory spaces, because most these
tools and libraries put data into client side’s machine memory spaces. The worst part is
that we need to transfer all the data to the client side if we use this traditional workflow.
If the datasets is very large or the network speed is very low, the data transfer time can be
unbearable. Therefore, if we want to visualize real big data, a new method to visualize
real datasets is badly needed.
In this thesis, we have proposed a new workflow to visualize large data for a webbased client/server application. The basic idea is to move as much work as possible to the
server side. We visualize data in the server side with multi-processes and only transfer
visualization results (images) to the client side. This is different from most of the
prevalent tools and libraries workflow introduced in [Lee et al. 2014] that transfer data to
client side and visualize in client side. Figure 2.2 compares the traditional and new
client/server web application data visualization workflows. The main difference between
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these two workflows is that the new workflow only transfers visualization result images,
which can be around 10MB for 1TB data. The size of our visualization images are
decided by the image resolutions. It is much faster than transferring all the data to the
client side. For the new workflow, the client side will collect users’ actions and transfer
the action information to the server side. The server side will update the visualization
results based on the action information. In this thesis, we used multi-core to visualize
data. There are some limitations. For example, this workflow will not work if the data
size is bigger than the server memory size, because we need to allocate memory for the
chosen data. To solve this problem, we plan to use distributed system to improve
ELDP&V performance in the future.

Figure 2.2. Comparisons between Traditional and New Client/Server Web Application
Data Visualization Workflow
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2.3

Data Processing

2.3.1 Basic Data Processing
In this thesis we define all the data processing methods that do not use
professional models (such as climate model) as basic data processing methods. For
example, ELDP&V obtains the maximum, minimum, and average values of a file. This
definition means basic data processing methods can be complex too. For example,
ELDP&V extracts a three dimensional temperature array from a NetCDF file. The system
visualizes all the values frequency distribution with line charts and bar charts. In this
example, the system needs to flatten, sort the array, and then record the number of
different sections. The process will take a longer time for larger size datasets for normal
methods. We implemented an effective method that reduces the negative impact of the
data size, which is introduced in Chapter Five.

2.3.2 Models

Scientific models are widely used in solving problems in different research fields.
Scientists use different models to represent objects, phenomena, or processes [Box and
Draper 1987]. The common example is that climate scientists predict future weather with
climate models. It is not strange that some weather forecasts are wrong; there is a famous
saying that no models are accurate, but some of them are useful.
ELDP&V is designed to process data with models. For example, there is a fish
model in our system now. Users can predict fish population density of a river with
precipitation, air temperature, and elevation.
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We believe that models are similar to functions in a program. We do not need to
know how the function works in details to get results from the problem. It sounds easy,
however, it is a big challenge for model creators and programmers who need to convert
the models into programs.

2.4

Database
If we want to build a good web-based client/server application for processing big

data, we need to choose a qualified database management system. There are two kinds of
databases—RDBMS and NoSQL database. After Chapter 2.4.1 and Chapter 2.4.2
discussion, it will be clear why we choose NoSQL database.

2.4.1 Traditional Relational Database Management System

There are several mature and prevalent RDBMSs, such as MySQL, Oracle, and
Postgres. These RDBMSs are created based on the relation model in [Codd 1972].
Structured Query Language (SQL) is used in RDBMS to manage data stored in the
database and to process the data stream [Microsoft SQL 2015].
The most widely used data object in RDBMS is table. Figure 2.3 displays a table
example stored in RDBMS. Each row of the table is a record stored in the database. Each
column contains the information of all entities in certain field. For example, in Figure 2.3,
“Name” column contains all the entities’ names.
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Figure 2.3. Table Objects Example in RDBMS [SQL RDBMS Concept 2015]

From the example, we can see that RDBMS is good at managing structured data.
Also, RDBMS is mature and has many great relative tools. We believe it is better to
choose RDBMS than NoSQL to manage data if users do not have a large size of data and
do not need to manage their data across several sites.
RDBMS users can meet these problems [Stonebraker 2010]: 1) it is difficult to
manage data across different sites; 2) it is hard to design the schema for data if the data
does not have a rigid relational schema; 3) some enterprise RDBMSs are able to manage
big data, but users need to pay a large amount of money for their licenses.

2.4.2 NoSQL Database
RDBMSs are great and mature. However, they are not suitable for large scale and
high-concurrency applications [Han et al. 2011]. NoSQL database management systems
are designed to manage big data. NoSQL databases can be run easily in distributed
systems and it does not require the stored data has rigid relational schema.
NoSQL means “not only SQL”. Researchers and businessmen wanted to solve the
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limitations of RDBMS. Therefore, they created NoSQL database in the early twenty-first
century [Leavitt 2010]. The image below is from [MongoDB 2015]. It compares the
difference between SQL and NoSQL Databases in detail.

Figure 2.4. Comparison between SQL and NoSQL Database [MongoDB 2015]
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There are many famous NoSQL databases, such as SciDB and MongoDB. SciDB
used array models to replace table models in RDBMS and is designed for scientific data
[Cudré-Mauroux et al. 2009]. SciDB is good but not perfect, and it is not mature
compared to other NoSQL databases such as MongoDB. MongoDB is designed for
distributed system and can manage large size data. It is widely used, with some famous
users, such as Expedia, City of Chicago, and MetLife [MongoDB Users 2015]. There are
also some relative libraries, such as pymongo. Also, MongoDB supports many popular
frameworks. For example, users can create their bank-end with Django with MongoDB
or Flask with MongoDB.
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Chapter 3 ELDP&V GOALs and CHARACTERISTICS

This chapter explains the main goals and characteristics of ELDP&V. We explain
the reasons that we designed these characteristics for ELDP&V. We also offer two
scenarios to explain how ELDP&V helps users visualize data.

3.1

ELDP&V Goals

ELDP&V is used to help users visualize, process, and manage large datasets.
ELDP&V only focus on CSV and NetCDF files. These files can be generated by models
or users. Users can upload a file or choose a file stored in the ELDP&V database.
ELDP&V visualizes CSV files with line charts. Users can zoom in or zoom out of
the chosen part. ELDP&V enables users to download the chosen part of the data and take
a screenshot of the visualization results.
ELDP&V visualizes NetCDF files with line charts, bar charts, and 2D maps. The
line chart visualization part is similar to CSV files line chart visualization part. The maps
part enables users to customize how they project data onto a map. This means that users
need to choose which attributes of the chosen variable are longitude and latitude. Based
on the user’s choice, the system will convert values into colors and display them onto a
map. If the chosen attribute is time serial data, users can play the data frame by frame,
similar to a video. More details will be introduced in Chapter 5.
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ELDP&V aims to handle big data. We used MongoDB [MongoDB 2015] to store
data. We visualized data with D3 library [D3 2015], Dygraph library [Dygraphs 2015],
and RGraph [RGraph 2015]. These database and libraries can handle big data. Our
system can visualize more than 2000 records per second, including loading data, libraries,
and plotting data.

3.2

ELDP&V Characteristics

ELDP&V is a web-based client/server application. This means users only need to
open a browser and visit our website. There is no need to install any other software,
which is really convenient. However, we need to transfer the visualization data from the
server to the client. This may slow down the speed of the application, if data files are
really large.
The most distinct characteristic of ELDP&V is that all the visualization results are
interactive. For the line charts part, users can zoom in and zoom out along the x-axis and
y-axis with the help of Dygraph library [Dygraphs 2015]. We interviewed some model
scientists and they said sometimes they are only interested in parts of the data. Therefore,
we added a function into our application: users can choose a section from the
visualization results and then download chosen parts of the data. ELDP&V also enables
users to take a screenshot of the visualization results.
Our application can process big data because we chose libraries that can handle
big data and that were programed with consideration for big data problems. We used
MongoDB to store data. MongoDB can handle petabyte size data [Big Data Explained
2015]. We used Dygraph library to plot line charts, which can plot millions of points in a
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short time [Dygraphs 2015].

3.3

Scenarios

We believe it is easier for others to understand how ELDP&V works with
examples of possible scenarios. Therefore, we have listed two scenarios below based on
the persona in Table 3.I:
Table 3.I. Fish Hydrologist Persona
Persona

Environmental Scientist Focusing the Relationships Between Fish and
Climate

Photo

Fictional
Name
Job Title
Goals and
Tasks

David Smith
Professor, UNR
Her main research field is fish propagation and water environment. She
is very interested in fish population prediction models and the
relationship between climate and water environment.

First scenario: Elisabeth wants to figure out the changing rules of the fish
population density of a river for the last 30 years. Elisabeth has the model inputs (a CSV
file) of a fish model and she chooses to visualize them using ELDP&V. ELDP&V
visualizes all four columns--time, water-temperature, precipitation, and fish population-of the uploaded CSV files in a line chart (time as x-axis and others as y-axises). There are
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three checkboxes below the line chart--water-temperature checkbox, precipitation
checkbox, and fish population checkbox. Elisabeth only wants to figure out the
relationship between the fish population and water temperature. Therefore, Elisabeth
unchecks the precipitation checkbox and the line chart only contains fish population and
water temperature. Elisabeth finds that the fish population changes in a strange way from
time A to time B, so she zooms in from Time A to Time B, takes a screenshot of this part
by clicking the “Screenshot” button, and extracts this part of data by clicking the
“Download” button.
Second scenario: Elisabeth wants to understand the trends of air temperature in
Nevada. Elisabeth finds that there are air temperature records from 2000 to 2015 as a
NetCDF file stored in the ELDP&V database. Elisabeth chooses the file and follows the
instructions offered by ELDP&V: 1) choose the temperature from the variable list from
the NetCDF to visualize; 2) choose the map visualization method; 3) choose lat and lon
from the attribute list to be latitude and longitude. ELDP&V displays the air temperature
value as a color in a map (the bigger number with the darker color). Elisabeth click on the
map. ELDP&V finds out the latitude and longitude of the point, then the system displays
a line chart of air temperature from 2000 to 2015.
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Chapter 4 ELDP&V DESIGN

This chapter provides details on how we designed ELDP&V. It includes the
requirements specification of our system, system-level design, examples of low-level
design, and glossary of our system.

4.1

Requirements Specification

Table 4.I includes the functional requirements of ELDP&V.

Table 4.I. Functional Requirements of ELDP&V
Functional Requirements
R1 ELDP&V application shall allow users to upload files.
R2 ELDP&V application shall allow users to access files in the application database.
R3 ELDP&V application shall allow users to visualize CSV files with line chart.
R4 ELDP&V application shall allow users to visualize NetCDF files with line chart.
R5 ELDP&V application shall allow users to visualize NetCDF files with map.
R6 ELDP&V application shall allow users to choose which variable of NetCDF file
to visualize.
R7 ELDP&V application shall allow users to choose which attribute of the chosen
variable to visualize with line chart.
R8 ELDP&V application shall pop up a warning message when users do not choose
reasonable attributes to visualize.
R9 ELDP&V application shall allow users to specify other attributes except the
chosen attributes for line chart visualization.
R10 ELDP&V application shall allow users to take a screenshot of the visualization
result.
R11 ELDP&V application shall allow users to zoom in the chosen part of the line
chart visualization results.
R12 ELDP&V application shall allow users to download the chosen part of data as a
CSV file.
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R13 ELDP&V application shall allow users to zoom out by double clicking the line
chart.
R14 ELDP&V application shall allow users to start another visualization by clicking
"GoBack" button.
R15 ELDP&V application shall allow users to view map as a movie (each frame is
based on the timestamp).
R16 ELDP&V application shall allow users to view the help manual, if they have
questions about how to use this application.
R17 ELDP&V application shall allow users to process files with some basic methods.
R18 ELDP&V application shall allow users to process files with models.
R19 ELDP&V application shall allow users to email us feedbacks.

Here are some examples about the Functional Requirements:
If users choose to visualize variable "temperature", but users do not choose the
attribute "temperature" to visualize, the system will pop up a warning message as
described in R8 of Table 4.I. If users choose to visualize variable "temperature" then
users need to select two attributes of the chosen variable for line chart visualization. If
users choose the same attributes (e.g. lon), the application will also pop up a warning
message as described in R8 of Table 4.I.
For R19, if users cannot find suitable models, they can email us about their
required model. Users can send us pseudocode, python code, or a python library of the
model. We will add the model into our system as soon as possible.
Table 4.II contains ELDP&V non-functional requirements. We used the Flask
framework [Flask 2015] to build ELDP&V backend, which is a python framework.
Therefore, all the backend codes should be written in python. There are some great
JavaScript libraries for data visualization, such as D3, RGraph, Google Map, and so on.
With the help of these libraries, we can save a lot of time when implementing ELDP&V.
To use these libraries, we chose to develop our system with JavaScript and HTML.
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Table 4.II. Non-Functional Requirements

NFR1
NFR2
NFR3
NFR4
NFR5
NFR6
NFR7

4.2

Non-Functional Requirements
The back end of ELDP&V application shall be written in python.
The front end of ELDP&V application shall be written in HTML and
JavaScript.
The line chart visualization part of ELDP&V application shall use D3
library and Dygraph library.
The 2D map visualization part of ELDP&V application shall use Google
map API.
ELDP&V application shall visualize more than 2000 records per second
including loading data and different libraries.
ELDP&V application shall overlay the 2D map visualization results on a
Google map in the correct position.
ELDP&V application shall react quickly to users' interactions.

Use Case Diagram
Figure 4.1 displays ELDP&V use case diagram. It is very useful to introduce

ELDP&V from the users’ view. The actor on the left side of Figure 4.1 represents our
system users. The big rectangle on the right side of Figure 4.1 represents ELDP&V. All
the ellipses in the rectangle are the functions offered to users by ELDP&V.
Upload files: Users can upload their files to the server side and then visualize or
process the uploaded file. The ELDP&V server will store and manage the uploaded file.
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Figure 4.1. ELDP&V Use Case Diagram

Download chosen part data: Users can extract data from the chosen file. They
need to choose a part of the line chart visualization results by clicking and holding the left
mouse button, dragging along x-axis, and then releasing the left mouse button. After
clicking the “downloadCSV” button, the system will offer a CSV file containing the
chosen part data for users to download.
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Play data frame by frame: If the chosen NetCDF variables have timestamp
attribute, the system will allow users to update the visualization results frame-by-frame
based on the chosen variable timestamp.
Process data with basic methods: Users can process the data with some basic
methods, such as “Frequency Distribution Histograms”. Users can tell the frequency
distribution of the chosen data. Some of our collaborators use this method to tell if the
collected data is abnormal.
Visualize CSV files: Users can visualize CSV file with two workflows: the
traditional workflow is good for small CSV files and has more interaction methods; the
new workflow is fast with large CSV files but it has less interaction methods for the
current version ELDP&V.
Process data with models: Users can process the chosen data with models. The
current version ELDP&V only has a fish population density model.
Visualize NetCDF files: Users can visualize NetCDF files in a few simple steps.
We tried our best to simplify the process and also add many instructions for the users in
our website. Users can visualize NetCDF files with line charts, bar charts, and 2D maps.
Help: If users are confused about what to do or how to do something, they can
find frequently asked questions and answers from the help page of our website.
Email feedback: If users have any suggestions or questions that can send us
feedbacks from the contact page of our website. The system will send an email
containing users’ suggestions and questions to our maintainers.
Take a screenshot: Users can take screenshot of the visualization results by
clicking “Taking a screenshot” button.
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Zoom in line chart: Users can zoom in on a line chart by clicking the left mouse
button, dragging along x-axis, and then releasing the left mouse button.
Zoom out line chart: Users can zoom out on a line chart by double clicking the
line chart.
Overlay visualization results on map: Users can visualize a variable of a
NetCDF file with a 2D map. Then ELDP&V will overlay the 2D map on a Google map
based on the location information of the chosen variable (latitudes and longitudes).

4.3

Use Cases

ELDP&V contains many use cases. In this section, we will only introduce three of
them in detail. These use cases are “Upload Files”, “Zoom in Line Chart”, and “Overlay
Visualization Results on Map”.
Table 4.III contains the details about how ELDP&V reacts when users upload
their files.
Table 4.III. Upload Files Use Case
Use Case:
Actors:
Preconditions

Flow of
Events:

Upload Files
EBDP&V User
1. EBDP&V is running.
2. EBDP&V user has logged in.
1. The user clicks 'Upload' button.
2. EBDP&V pops up a window that enable the user to
choose a file to upload.
3. The file format is supported and the file is uploaded to the
server.

Postconditions: A file is uploaded to the EBDP&V server.
Alternative
3 Users upload a unsupported file format, EBDP&V will
Flow
lead users to an error message page.
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The second use case is about how users can zooms in on a line chart, which is
displayed in Table 4.IV.
Table 4.IV. Zoom in Line Chart Use Case
Use Case:
Actors:

Zoom in Line Chart
EBDP&V User

Preconditions

1. EBDP&V is running.
2. EBDP&V user has logged in.
3. The user has chosen a file to visualize with line chart.

Flow of
Events:

1. EBDP&V obtains data from the chosen file.
2. EBDP&V displays visualization results with line chart.
3. The user clicks the mouse left button and move the cursor
along x-axis.
4. EBDP&V zooms in the chosen part along x-axis.

Postconditions:
Alternative
Flow

The chosen part of line chart visualization results is zoomed
in.
3. The user clicks the mouse left button and move the cursor
along y-axis.
4. EBDP&V zooms in the chosen part along y-axis.

The third use case is about how users can overlay visualization results on a google
map. The use case also includes the situation that the chosen variable is time serial. If so,
ELDP&V will enable users to update the 2D map, frame by frame, based on the
timestamp.
Table 4.V. Overlay Visualization Results on Map
Use Case:
Actors:

Overlay Visualization Results on Map
EBDP&V User

Preconditions

1. EBDP&V is running.
2. EBDP&V user has logged in.
3. The user has chosen a file to overlay the visualization
results on a 2D map.
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Flow of
Events:

1. EBDP&V obtains data from the chosen file.
2. EBDP&V displays visualization results in a canvas.
3. EBDP&V overlays the canvas on a 2D map.

Postconditions: The visualizarion results are overlayed in a 2D map.
Alternative
Flow

4.4

4. If the chosen variable is time sequential, EBDP&V will
offer users a 'play' button.
5. The user clicks 'play button', the map will be updated
frame by frame.

Flowchart

This section introduces ELDP&V with a flowchart so there is a clear
understanding of the system logic. It is easier to analyze ELDP&V system with the
flowchart. More details are shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2 mainly consists two parts: data visualization and processing. ELDP&V
is an event-driven system, which means different events will trigger different callback
functions of the system [Kelton and Law 2000].
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Figure 4.2. ELDP&V Flowchart
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4.5

Glossary
This section introduces different terminologies used in this thesis.
Table 4.VI. ELDP&V Glossary

NetCDF

NetCDF is short for network common data form, which is
designed to create, share and access array oriented data.
NetCDF Classic is part of international standard of the Open
Geospatial Consortium [OGC 2015].

CSV

CSV is short for comma separated values. It is a simple format
for representing a rectangular array (matrix) of numeric and
textual values [CSV 2015].
D3 is short for data-driven documents. This is a JavaScript
library which is used to visualize and interact data with fancy
methods [D3 2015].
Dygraphs is a fast, flexible open source Javascript charting
library. It allows users to explore and interpret dense data sets
[Dygraphs 2015].
Big data is a popular term used to describe the exponential
growth, availability, and use of information, both structured
and unstructured [SAS 2015].
RDBMs is short for relational database management system.
RDBMs is based on the relational model created by Dr. Codd
[Codd 1972]. Most of the databases are RDBMs, such as
Oracle Database and Microsoft SQL Server.

D3

Dygraphs

Big Data

RDBMS

No-SQL
database
Dataset
discovery
R

NCCP

NoSQL means “not only SQL”. No-SQL databases are
designed to solve scalability and big data challenges.
This means the procedure to find datasets. For example, users
import datasets from certain repositories or create their own
datasets and import them into a database.
R is a programming language and software environment
mainly for statistical computing and graphics. R is very
popular with statisticians and data miners for developing
statistical software [Fox and Andersen 2005].
NCCP [Dascalu et al. 2014] is short for Nevada Climate
Change
Portal.
We
can
access
it
from
http://sensor.nevada.edu/. There are a lot of useful climate
datasets. The website also provide some tools like VISTED to
visualize data.
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JSON

SciDB

JSON is short for JavaScript Object Notation, which is a kind
of data format. JSON is mainly used for data transition
between a server and web-application.
SciDB is a new generation database management system. It is
developed by Paradigm4 [Paradigm4 2015], cofounded
by Michael Stonebraker. The main characteristic of SciDB is
that it uses array to store all the data.
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Chapter 5 ELDP&V PROTOTYPE
This chapter has two parts. The first part presents the main components of
EDBP&V. Users can visualize their CSV and NetCDF files directly with EDBP&V. The
visualization methods include line charts, bar charts, and 2D maps. The second part
explains how our system process data. This part contains basic methods, such as
obtaining maximum, minimum, and average values. It also includes some complex
methods, such as the display frequency distribution of the chosen dataset, and how to
process the chosen data with a given model.

5.1

ELDP&V Main Components

We introduce three main components of ELDP&V: data visualization, processing,
and management. Data visualization contains CSV file visualization and NetCDF file
visualization. Data processing includes basic data processing methods and models. Data
management introduces how ELDP&V manages data.

5.1.1 Data Visualization
5.1.1.1 CSV Visualization
CSV files is widely used in different research fields. There are two workflows in
ELDP&V for CSV files visualization: the traditional workflow and the new workflow.
The traditional workflow transfers all the data to the frontend and visualizes the
data in the client side. Every column of the CSV files will be visualized in a line chart.
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Users can remove or display each column by checking or unchecking the corresponding
checkboxes. Figure 5.1 displays the traditional CSV visualization flowchart of ELDP&V.

Figure 5.1. Traditional CSV Visualization Workflow
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The system offers one method for CSV file visualization--line chart visualization
in this version. Figure 5.2 displays a screenshot of CSV file line chart visualization.
There are some checkboxes below the line chart part. Each checkbox represents a column
in the CSV file. When users check one of the checkboxes, the corresponding column will
be visualized in the line chart. When users uncheck one the checkboxes, the
corresponding line chart part will be removed. When the cursor hovers over the line
chart, the labels of the cursor part data will be shown in the top right corner of the line
chart. Users can zoom in on the line chart along x-axis by pressing the mouse left button
and dragging the cursor along x-axis. Users can also zoom in along the y-axis by pressing
the mouse left button and dragging the cursor along the y-axis. If users want to zoom out,
they only need to double click on the line chart. When users click the ‘downloadCSV’
button, the system will prepare the chosen part dataset (zoomed in part) and offer users a
CSV file to download. We do it in this way instead of offer the whole CSV file to
download, because some of the cooperators told us that they always receive a big file
from sensors. They want to extract data from the big file and do further research on that
part of data. When users click ‘Display Vis Screenshot’, the system will open a new
window with the screenshot of the line chart. Users can save the screenshot by rightclicking the screenshot, choosing ‘Save image as ...’ to save it.
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Figure 5.2. Screenshot of CSV Line Chart Visualization

This part is mainly created with Dygraph.js. We extracted data from the uploaded
CSV file and transfer a string containing all data information and metadata to the
frontend to visualize. The challenging part about this part is how to download the chosen
part data as a CSV file. The basic idea is that we used the Dygraph API to locate the start
and end point of the data. Then the system will generate a new CSV file for users based
on the start and end point.
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The new CSV visualization workflow is designed by us. We moved most
procedures to the server side. The system will separate the chosen CSV files into N
pieces, where N is the processes number. Each process visualizes one CSV file slide. The
outputs are the visualization results image of each CSV file slice. We set up our server
with an 8-core machine, process a CSV file with eight processes, and the outputs are
shown in Figure 5.3. Then, the system combines the outputs into one image, as Figure 5.4
displays.
We used Flask in the server side and it is a python framework. We searched the
best parallel programming method for the python platform and we decided to use a
library named “multiprocessing”. There are a few reasons that we use processes instead
of threads: 1) processes and threads can execute operation independently. Threads need
to share the same memory spaces. However, processes run in separate memory spaces.
This means there will be no writing memory conflicts if we use processes
[Multithreading 2015]; 2) Python has Global Interpreter Lock (GIL). This is a mutex that
makes multiple threads parallel execution impossible [GIL-Python 2015]; 3)
“Multiprocessing” library is easy to use and powerful. If we run the library with a multiprocessor machine, processors are able to use all the processors simultaneously for the
assigned tasks [Multiprocessing 2015].
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Figure 5.3. Multi-processes CSV Visualization Outputs
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Figure 5.4. Final Visualization Result Image
The system also collect users’ interaction information from the frontend and the
backend will update the visualization result images based on the interaction information.
For the current version, ELDP&V allows users to add a CSV column in the line chart by
checking the corresponding checkbox. Similarly, if users want to remove the column,
they can uncheck the corresponding checkbox. Figure 5.5 is the activity chart of the new
CSV visualization workflow that includes more detailed information.
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Figure 5.5. New CSV Visualization Workflow
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The traditional workflow supports more interaction methods and it offers a more
fluent interaction user experience. However, most of prevalent tools and systems using
this workflow can only visualize around 100,000 records. The new workflow is designed
for large datasets (more than 100,000 records). The dataset size grows larger, our system
visualization speed is still fast. However, our current version system has less interaction
methods.
We compared these two workflows in the rest part of this section. We run the
frontend and backend on the same machine with the following hardware and operating
system descriptions:
8 * Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4770 CPU @ 3.4GHz
12.0 GB DDR3 RAM
Ubuntu 12.04
Figure 5.6 compares the time consumption of two workflows. When there are not
many records, traditional workflow is better the new workflow. This is because the
transferred data size is smaller than the visualization result image size. Also the new
workflow separates CSV files into slices and combines the visualization result images
together. These parts mean a large proportion of the total time if the dataset is small.
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Figure 5.6. Time Consumption Comparison between Traditional and New Workflows

Figure 5.7 shows the new workflow time consumption. The traditional workflow
is not in the graph because for most of the traditional workflow tools and libraries stop
working or performs slowly when there are more than 100,000 records. When we tested a
file with 13,455,368 records with Dygraph.js it ran for more than one hour and then pops
up an error.

Figure 5.7. New Workflow Time Consumption
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We visualize a CSV file multiple times with different number of processes. Figure
5.8 shows that the performance grows better (less time) and then goes down (more time)
with the increase of processes.

Figure 5.8. Visualize 560640 Records with Different Number Processes, When Process
Number Grows, Performance Goes Up and Goes Down
5.1.1.2 NetCDF Visualization
This section introduces how ELDP&V visualizes NetCDF files. The system offers
three methods: line chart, bar chart, and 2D map. The general NetCDF file visualization
workflow is: Step One: Users choose to upload a NetCDF file; Step Two: Users choose a
variable from a selection box to visualize; Step Three: Users choose one of the
visualization methods (line charts, bar charts, or 2D maps); Step Four: Users narrow
down dimensions based on the chosen visualization method; Step Five: The system
displays visualization results. Figure 5.9 presents NetCDF visualization workflow of
ELDP&V.
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Figure 5.9. NetCDF Visualization Workflow
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Line chart is a prevalent data visualization method. It is easy to find the data trend
with a line chart. ELDP&V can visualize variables in a NetCDF for users. Here is the
basic procedure: If users choose the line chart visualization method, they need to choose
two variables from the variable list to visualize with a line chart (first one is for x-axis
and second one is for y-axis). This is because of the characteristics of line chart. Each line
chart can only contain two dimensions—x-axis and y-axis. The system also require that
these two dimensions should not be the same variable and one of the two dimensions
should be the chosen variable in Step Two. If the two chosen variables do not fulfil these
two requirements, the system will pop up an alert message. After choosing these two
variables, users should specify other dimensions. And then, the system will display the
visualization results as Figure 5.10 presents. When users click the ‘Display Vis
Screenshot’ button, the system will open another window to display the screenshot of the
chosen part of visualization results. When users click ‘Go Back’ button, the system will
go back to the visualization index page, where users can start another visualization
process.
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Figure 5.10. Line Chart Visualization Results Screenshot

For this part, we used similar techniques, which are introduced in ELDP&V CSV
file Visualization part.
ELDP&V Bar Chart visualization is very similar to Line Chart visualization. It is
also a two dimensional visualization method. Figure 5.11 presents a screenshot about this
part.

Figure 5.11. Bar Chart Visualization Results

We implemented bar chart visualization with RGraph.
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Because some NetCDF files are very large, it will take a long time to load the
whole file and transfer the processed JSON file. For example, we have processed some
files for one year records generated by a model named “iSnowball” and the file is more
than 1GB. Therefore, we designed an alternative method based on “Google Search
Engine” principles. When users input some keywords, Google will react very fast and list
all the search results. One of the key ideas is that Google does not finish all the task at
once. It only finish the one page task each time. For example, if users input keyword “big
data”, Google will only list all “big data” links (around 15) for the first page. Similarly,
our system will not try to finish all the tasks at once. It will only visualize and process the
data that can be viewed by users. Most of the NetCDF files are time based. Therefore, the
system will only transfer, visualize and process data frame by frame based on data
timestamps. The page loading time will not be decided by the file size by using this
method, which means even users choose a large file, our system frontend loading time is
almost the same with loading a small file.
2D map visualization is mainly separated into two parts based on the uploaded
NetCDF file. Latitude and longitude information is important for 2D map visualization.
Some NetCDF files define latitude and longitude information as “dimensions”. Some
NetCDF files define latitude and longitude information as “variables”.
If latitude and longitude information is defined as “dimensions”, users need to
choose the visualization method “map-lat-lon”. The system will obtain location
information directly from “dimensions” information of the uploaded NetCDF file.
If latitude and longitude information is defined as “variables”, users need to
choose visualization method “map-other”. This is more difficult than latitude and
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longitude information defined as “dimensions”, for two reasons: 1) if something is
defined as a “dimension”, it should be a one-dimensional array. If something is defined as
“variable”, it can be multi-dimensions. It is clear that accessing data from a one
dimensional array is easier than from a multidimensional array; 2) we used “NetCDF4”
python library to collect data from NetCDF files. It is easier to get the data from
“dimensions” than “variables”. Here is an example to obtain data from NetCDF file:
“lat” is a dimension: netcdf_aim_file[‘lat’][count]
“lat” is a variable, and the chosen file has three dimensions--easting, northing, and
time: netcdf_aim_file[‘lat’][easting_count][northing_count][time_count]
Because of the order of dimensions, the python code for location information
“variables” can be different too. For example, if the dimensions order is “time, easting,
and

northing”,

then

the

python

code

netcdf_aim_file[‘lat’][time_count][easting_count][northing_count].

should

be:

Therefore,

the

system also used a function to find the order of each dimensions, if the location
information is defined as “variables”.
Regardless of whatever users choose, “map-lat-lon” or “map-other”, there are
some similar steps to visualize NetCDF file with a 2D map. After obtaining data from the
uploaded NetCDF file, the system will try to separate data into small slices. Each slice is
a JSON file with the format:
{
"min_value":xxx,
"max_value":xxx,
"x_num":xxx,
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"y_num":xxx,
"max_lat":xxx,
"max_lon":xxx,
"min_lat":xxx,
"min_lon":xxx,
"time":['2014-1-1',...,],
"location":[{"lat":123,
"lon":234,
"x_location":xxx,
"y_location":xxx,
"data":[1,2,3,4]},
{...}
]
}
“x_num” denotes how many elements are in this slice along the x-axis; “y_num”
denotes how many elements are in this slice along the y-axis; (x_location,y_location)
denotes the coordinate in the 2D map; “min_value” is the minimum value of all locations
"data"; “time” should have as many elements as “data” and we can find data timestamp
from “time” array; “max_lat”, ”max_lon”, “min_lat”, “min_lon” are used to locate the
2D map in Google map.
Figure 5.12 presents a 2D map visualization of a variable named “I_lw” of the
“iSnowball” output. Because “I_lw” has a “time” attribute as timestamp, ELDP&V offers
users a “Play” button for users. If the button is clicked, ELDP&V will update the 2D map
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visualization part based on the timestamp of “I_lw”. Users can stop the update by
clicking “Pause” button. Users can also choose a specific timestamp by sliding the slide
bar. The 2D map visualization part contains many small rectangles. Each of the
rectangles corresponds to a record of “I_lw”. The position is decided by the location
information (latitude and longitude). The color is decided by the value of the chosen
variable.

Figure 5.12. NetCDF File 2D Map Visualization
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Figure 5.13 displays the ELDP&V overlays 2D map visualization on a Google
map. The 2D map visualization is for Dry Creek in Idaho. When users click “Play”
button in Figure 5.12, the overlay will be updated too. Users can remove the overlay by
clicking “Remove overlay” button. Users can also restore the overlay by clicking
“Restore overlay” button. By removing and restoring the overlay, users can check if there
is something wrong with the chose variable. If the visualization results do not match the
Google map very well, it means there must be errors in the chosen variable. It may be
because the sensor goes down or the location information is wrong.

Figure 5.13. 2D Map Visualization Google Map Overlay
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5.1.2 Data Processing
5.1.2.1 Basic Method
The basic data processing method means that any data processing methods
excludes scientific models in this thesis.
ELDP&V offers a basic data processing method named “Frequency Distribution
Histogram”. The basic idea is the system sorts the chosen array, records the elements
number of the array in each section, and visualizes the sections number with a bar and
line chart.
Here

is

an

example.

User

A

chooses

a

variable

with

the

value

[9,8,7,10,3,1,2,4,5,6] and wants to separate array into three sections. ELDP&V will: 1)
sort the array into [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]; 2) separate the sorted array into three sections
[1,2,3], [4,5,6], [7,8,9,10]; 3) record the elements number of each section [3,3,4] 4) create
tags for each section [“1 to 3”, “4 to 6”, “7 to 10”]; 5) send the section number array and
tag array from backend to frontend; 6) draw frequency distribution histogram in frontend.
Here is the JSON file format of each timestamp of the chosen variable:
{
"timestamp":[
{
"standard_name":"XXX",
"units":"YYY",
"section_results_number":[1,2,3],
"tab_name_list":['aatobb','bbtocc']
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},
{}
]
}
Standard_name is the chosen variable name. Some variables have units and we
record it in the JSON file. If the system cannot find any units information in the chosen
NetCDF file, it will leave “units” as an empty string.
Most data processing parts are done in the backend (server side). This is because
we want the system execution speed to be mainly decided by the servers, not the client
(users’ computers). If most parts of ELDP&V are executed in the client side, the
execution time is uncontrollable. For example, if the user’s computer is not good enough
and he/she wants to visualize large datasets, it may take an unacceptable amount of time
to finish the task.
Figure 5.14 displays a “Frequency Distribution Histogram” example of a NetCDF
file that was generated by the “iSnowball” model. The chosen variable is named
“donwelling_longwave_flux_in_air”. The x-axis represents a section of the chosen
variable. In this example, the first section is from 284.3 to 294.90 Wm-2. Users can
customize the section number. This example has ten sections. The y-axis represents how
many elements are included in the corresponding sections. When the cursor hovers over
the histogram part, a tag of section information will be shown. Because the chosen
variable is time-based, ELDP&V offers three buttons below the histogram: “Display Next
Time Distribution”, “Play”, and “Pause”. If users click the “Display Next Time
Distribution” button, ELDP&V will update the histogram with the next timestamp values
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of the chosen variable. Users can also click the “Play” button and ELDP&V will update
the histogram part based on timestamp every one second. If users click “Pause” button,
ELDP&V will stop the histogram updating. Users can take a screenshot of the histogram
part by clicking “Display Vis Screenshot” button.

Figure 5.14. Frequency Distribution Histogram
The reason that we add “Frequency Distribution Histogram” into ELDP&V is that
our collaborators want to use this method to examine data quality collected from sensors.
Sometimes, sensors can collect wrong data or power off. Our collaborators can use
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“Frequency Distribution Histogram” to tell if there are severe problems with the collected
data.

5.1.2.2 Scientific Models

Most of our collaborators are environmentalists and they prefer to process data
with scientific models. “Scientific Models”, in our opinion, are “special programs”. We
need to import inputs into models and the models will generate some outputs.
Currently, there is only a fish model in ELDP&V for the current version. The
model is created by Scott Fennema, Fawn Brooks, Teresa Campbell, Courtney Cooper,
and Savannah Martinez. Users can predict the fish population of a river based on the air
temperature, precipitation, elevation, and stream area.
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Figure 5.15. Fish Model [Wu et al. 2015]

Figure 5.15 displays a screenshot of the fish model in ELDP&V. Users input the
four parameters and click the “Result” button, and ELDP&V will output the fish
population. By using this method, users can run the model once. If users want to run the
model multiple times, they can upload a CSV file into the ELDP&V server and click
“Result” button. ELDP&V will display the results with a line chart as Figure 5.16 shown.
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Figure 5.16. Fish Model Multi-runs

Users can zoom in the results line chart along the x-axis by clicking the mouse
left button and drag along the x-axis. Users can also zoom in along the y-axis by clicking
the mouse left button and drag along the y-axis. When the cursor hovers over the line
chart, detailed information about the cursor part data will be displayed in the line chart
top right corner. Users can also download the results by clicking the “downloadCSV”
button. Users can also download parts of the results by zooming in the wanted parts and
then clicking the “downloadCSV” button. ELDP&V will prepare a CSV file of the
chosen part data.
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5.1.2 Data Management

ELDP&V uses MongoDB and a filesystem to manage data. The basic idea is to
store the path of a file into the database and store the file into the filesystem. If ELDP&V
needs to access the file, then it will use its name to find the file path in the database and
locate the file from the filesystem. The procedure is shown in Figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17. Data Management
The storage method is a map between filenames, file paths, and files. We do not
store all the files into the database directly. This is because there are too many types of
files and it is hard to predict what data types we are going to process in the future.
Therefore, it is almost impossible to define a good schema for all the data. By using this
method, we can define a unified schema for all types of data that is {filename, file_path}.

5.2

ELDP&V Video Demo
We have uploaded an ELDP&V video demo onto youtube.com. Here is the url for

the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZeDCD3aOp0
The video demonstrates how ELDP&V visualized, processed CSV and NetCDF
files.
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Chapter 6 COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK

In this section, we compare our work with other popular data visualizations and
processing software (Microsoft Excel, Matlab, and other web-based application);
advantages and disadvantages are listed.
Microsoft Excel [Microsoft 2015] is widely used in different fields. Users can
visualize data with a few easy operations. There are different visualization methods, such
as line charts, pie charts, 3D surfaces, and radars. Figure 6.1 is a line chart visualization
example. Users do not need to program, they only need to input data and choose
visualization methods. The icons are intuitive and the steps are easy to remember. Users
can process data using Microsoft Excel. The basic methods include getting maximum,
minimum, average values, and so on. Users do complex data processing with Microsoft
Excel, such as sensitivity analysis [Sensitivity analysis 2015]. Some of our collaborators
use Microsoft Excel to test their model ideas. This means they run the inputs with
different formulas (model components) and compare the outputs with factual data. If
users want to use Microsoft Excel, they need to buy Microsoft Excel licenses and the
price is around $80 [Microsoft Excel Price 2015]. The speed of this software is mainly
dictated by the users’ machines. If users want to process or visualize big data and they
have good machines, then the speed may be acceptable. However, if their computers are
not good enough, it may take unacceptable amounts of time to process or visualize the
data.
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Figure 6.1. Microsoft Excel Line Chart Visualization Example

Matlab is another prevalent data visualization and processing tool. Matlab is very
powerful. Users can use it to solve many research problems, such as networking, image
processing, and so on. In this section, we only consider data processing and data
visualization. Matlab can visualize data in 2D and 3D. Figure 6.2 is the visualization
results of the equation:

Figure 6.2. Matlab 3D Visualization Example [Wu et al. 2014]
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Users can process data with some complex methods and models with Matlab too.
Glover and his colleagues introduced how to analyze and process data with numerical
models for marine science with Matlab [Glover et al. 2011]. The Matlab license is around
$100 [Matlab Price 2015]. Users have to write Matlab codes to visualize and process
data. It can be difficult for researchers and students that have never learned programming.
Fortunately, there are many Matlab scripts available to solve different problems on the
Internet, and most are free to download and use. Similar to Microsoft Excel, the
performance is largely decided by users’ computers. If users do not have good machines,
the performance may be unacceptable.
One of the solutions to reduce the users’ machines effect is to use client/server
program architecture [Berson 1992]. We can arrange most of the data processing and
visualization workload in the server side.
VISTED [Ravi et al. 2015] is a client/server web application that was
implemented by a computer science Ph.D. student named Likhitha Ravi at the University
of Nevada, Reno. The software can help climate researchers identify the trends, patterns,
and outliers with visualization results generated by VISTED. The tool is easy to use and
the visualization results are interactive. However, users can visualize and download
datasets generated by the NCAR/WRF climate model [Modeling Output 2015], which is
from 1980/01-2009/12 NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and 2040/01-2069/12 for CCSM3 based
on the A2 Scenario. Overall, VISTED is a good tool. We obtained a lot of useful
suggestions and experience from Likhitha’s application, her survey paper [Ravi et al.
2013], and another similar tool [Dittrich et al. 2013] to design ELDP&V.
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InstantAtlas is another web application to visualize data with different charts
[InstantAtlas 2015]. The basic idea of this tool is that it offers some templates to users
and users can then customize these templates in a dashboard. Users need to choose
different datasets to process. The InstantAtlas official website offers some datasets based
on the chosen area and template. Users can also upload datasets themselves. Based on
these datasets, users can add different charts, such as line charts and bar charts.
InstantAtlas is a good dataset visualization tool. It is not complicated to use and there are
some tutorials on the official website. However, this tool is not free, and only when users
upload the datasets that fit the chosen template will it work.
Table 6.I concludes the comparisons between these tools and systems.
Table 6.I. Comparisons between Different Tools and Systems
Software Name
Microsoft Excel

Matlab

VISTED

InstantAtlas

ELDP&V

Need Users to Program

No

Yes

No

No

No

Offer Data Management
Service

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Performance Decided by
Users' Machine

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Interactive Visualization
Results

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Support NetCDF

Yes (third party
add-in)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Support CSV

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Free to Use

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Data Processing with
Models

Yes (complex
operations)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Offer Data Display
Templates

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Display Results Less than
Five steps

Yes (for most
datasets)

No (for most
datasets)

No

Yes

Yes

Features
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Most of these prevalent software do not consider data management, thus users
need to combine these software with other data management tools. Also, some prevalent
tools do not support NetCDF files and some of them need to install third party add-ins.
This is an issue. Because NetCDF file is widely used in scientific research.
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Chapter 7 FUTURE WORK
In the future, we want to add some new features into ELDP&V. First, ELDP&V
will support more data formats. ELDP&V supports CSV and NetCDF formats, which are
the two formats widely used in scientific researches for the current version. ELDP&V
should support more formats for the general uses. We also plan to enable users to define
their own file formats to visualize.
Second, we plan to process and visualize real big data (more than 1TB).
Currently, ELDP&V can visualize and process 1GB data, which is not real big data. We
need to reprogram some parts of ELDP&V to make it ready for real big data. As we
discussed in Chapter 5, we designed a new data visualization workflow that visualize data
in the server side and only transfer result images to the client side. The new workflow
implemented in our current version system is not perfect. Because we only use one
computer with multi-processes in the server side and our system loads data into memory
first and then visualizes data, the result is that ELDP&V can only visualize the maximum
server machine memory size 12GB data. To improve the workflow, we plan to use
distributed systems on the server side, as presented in Figure 7.1. We will create
functions to allocate a data slice to each node and combine the results from different
nodes. We also plan to use Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) in each node to further
increase the performance. The improved new workflow will generate many images. We
have an idea to combine them in a parallel way as Figure 7.2 presented. There is another
limitation for this new workflow. Each time users interact with the visualization results,
the system will redraw the image again from the start (obtain data, visualize data, and
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send result image to the client side); this is slower than the traditional workflow that does
not need to send any requests to the server side after loading all the data in the client side.
We plan to improve the new workflow by reducing communication with the server side.
For the visualization part, we also want to add more interaction methods in the future. For
the current version, ELDP&V only allow users to add or remove CSV file columns from
the result images using check boxes. The future possible interaction methods may include
zoom in and zoom out of result image. We can collect users’ mouse information
(coordinates, click, and release). Based on the information, we can locate the zoom in
part data, redraw image, and update the result image in the client part. Also, when users
double click on the result image, the system will redraw and update the image with the
zoom out part data.

Figure 7.1. New Workflow Improvement
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Figure 7.2. Parallel Image Combination Method
Third, we are going to add more visualization methods. ELDP&V has mainly
three visualization methods: line charts, bar charts, and 2D maps. Different problems
have their own best visualization methods. For example, if users want to view the ratio of
each section, the best visualization method may be the pie chart. ELDP&V needs more
visualization methods for general use.
Last but not least, ELDP&V needs a more effective method to import models. We
require users to email us the pseudocode and we will implement the model by ourselves
for the current version. This is not effective. Sometimes the model is too complex and
requires a lot of time to implement. We plan to develop a new method to import models,
such as a general method to create a dynamic link library for a model.
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Chapter 8 CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we introduced our system, ELDP&V, which is a client/server webbased application. The system, focused on dealing with environmental data, is used to
handle big data from three aspects: data visualization, data processing, and data
management. ELDP&V supports CSV and NetCDF files. These two file formats are
widely used in scientific research.
Visualization is a significant method to find the “gold nuggets” hidden in big data.
ELDP&V provides three methods to visualize data: line charts, bar charts, and 2D maps.
We believe interaction is necessary for visualization, because users do not need to repeat
many operations if they can interact with visualization results. For example, users
visualize temperature records of Reno from 10/01/2014 to 10/01/2015 with a line chart,
and they want to visualize temperature records of Reno from 05/01/2015 to 10/01/2015
with a line chart for further study. They do not need to repeat operations to obtain the
data. All they need to do is to zoom in on the previous step of visualization results. Most
of ELDP&V visualization results are interactive. ELDP&V offers two workflows for
CSV visualization. The traditional workflow transfers all the data to the client side and
visualize data with Dygraph, which is a JavaScript library. This workflow has more
interaction methods, such as zoom in, zoom out, download the chosen part data, and
display line chart screenshot. If the data size is small (under 100,000 records) the
interaction response is fast and the data transfer time is short. However, this workflow
requires the client side’s computers to load data to the memory. Therefore, if the data size
is bigger than the client side’s machine memory size, this workflow will not work. Also,
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if the data size is very large, the data transfer time can be unacceptable. Another
workflow is designed by us and is different from most of other web-based client/server
application visualization workflows. It visualizes data in the server side and only
transfers resulting image to the client side. This workflow is faster than the traditional
workflow if users want to visualize large size datasets. This new workflow also has some
limitations. The interaction response is slower than the traditional workflow for small
datasets because the system will redraw all visualization result images from the start
(obtain data from the chosen file, draw images on the server side, and transfer updated
images to the frontend). In conclusion, users should choose the traditional workflow if
they want to visualize small datasets and they should choose the new workflow if they
have large datasets or a slow-speed network.
Scientists use different methods to process data and discover rules behind data.
ELDP&V can process data with basic methods and models. Frequency distribution
histograms are one of the basic data processing methods in ELDP&V. Our collaborators
use this method to identify the errors hidden in the chosen datasets. ELDP&V has only a
fish model in its the current version. Users can predict the fish population density of a
river, and they can run the model multiple times with a CSV input file.
Data management is important and fundamental for the whole system. We used
MongoDB and a filesystem to manage our data files. The file paths are stored in
MongoDB with filenames and IDs. Based on the paths, the system can find the file
locations in the filesystem. We designed the system in this way because there are too
many file formats and it is hard to create some fixed schemas for all the files.
Our main contributions are: 1) Our system can visualize and process NetCDF files
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in an intuitive way. Users can visualize their NetCDF files in less than four steps and
there are detailed explanations for each step. Most web-based applications do not support
the NetCDF file format; 2) Users can efficiently interact with our visualization results.
Some interactions can save users a lot of time. For example, if users want to extract data
from a huge file, they can zoom in the wanted part and click the “download” button. 3)
Because we used some new methods and a new workflow, we can visualize and process
large size datasets very fast. For example, in our system the current version, ELDP&V
has visualized 13,455,368 records in 50 seconds with eight CPU-cores. The performance
can be improved with a distributed system, which has been introduced in Future Work
Chapter. Most popular web-based tools and libraries stop working or are very slow when
there are more than 100,000 records.
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